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Victorian 3nstttute of Engineers. 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS, 1902, 

Social Demands on the Engineering Profession. 

In choosing a subject other than that prescribed by pre-
cedent for a Presidential Address, which is usually, I find, a 
contribution of some sort to recorded contemporary history of 
engineering achievements, I do so with a certain diffidence as 
to the wisdom of my action ; but at the same time I feel it 
my duty to take advantage of such an opportunity for further-
ing that one of the objects of our Institute to which I particu-
larly addressed myself when elected twelve months ago. 

We are associated to promote regular intercourse among 
our members, that they may mutually benefit by the inter-
change of individual ideas and experiences, and by joining in 
drawing deductions therefrom. Also for the acquiring means 
to collect and preserve professional papers and records, especi-
ally such as might otherwise, on the death of their author, 
be lost to the use of his profession, and lastly among our 
objects should also be the maintenance of a high standard of 
courtesy and integrity in the 'discharge of all their duties 
amongst its members. 

Speaking in particular of our own Institute, the member,  
are certainly to be congratulated on the generous and whole-
hearted manner in which the first of these objects has been 
regarded. Hence the records of our discussions are peculiarly 
valuable and rich in the interchange of individual ideas and 
experiences, and it certainly does not seem that any of our 
members has kept back from the Society information from 
any selfish reason, for in all discussions the members have vied 
with each other in the freedom and lack of reserve with which 
they have recounted their individual experiences, whether 
successful or the reverse. 

At the same time our second aim has been kept continually 
before us, and latterly with the gradual strengthening of our 
resources we have commenced to make some appearance of 
progress. Among the most useful of our efforts is the pub-
lishing of our Proceedings, and this has been always done with 
reasonable fullness and accuracy, and now we have arranged 
for the binding of a large number which will be circulated 
within a month. This will add to our resources and be of 
va'ue for exchange with kindred associations elsewhere. 

Our efforts with regard to the third object have not been 
so marked, probably because the necessity for the exercise 
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of any of our functions has never made itself very apparent. 
Happily our profession is pre-eminent in public confidence. It 
should be remembered that while locally we have had many 
Royal Commissions making enquiries into the doings of various 
public bodies, yet beyond a superficial connection of engineers 
therewith, there has been nothing to indicate any real want 
of confidence in their integrity, and this notwithstanding that 
public confidence has been much shaken by many bold abuses 
in the financial world, where men with less opportunities than 
are in the hands of engineers, have so frequently betrayed 
public confidence. It is noteworthy that the result of these 
enquiries has invariably been of such a nature as to strengthen 
the position of our profession. On some few occasions it is 
true an engineer has been found to cling obstinately to ideas, 
or to be too little prone to move with the times, but generally 
speaking, such conservatism has been but little removed from 
that commendable caution which avoids what is new merely 
from an economic desire to wait till the whole penalty of the 
pioneer has been borne by others. 

Invariably the result has been the most complete proof 
of the moral rectitude and loyalty of all the members of our 
profession.  

As a proof of the supreme position we hold in the confi-
dence of the Crown the "General Conditions" of the contract 
forms used by all the public departments, when contracting 
for the Board of Land and Works, may be cited. In these 
both the Board and the contractors mutually agree to abide 
absolutely by the decision of the engineer, who shall in all 
disputed and other matters act as sole arbitrator. 

It is hardly necessary here, where all are familiar with 
this condition, to enlarge it, and Lo explain its meaning. At 
the same time let us consider what it really means, and how 
high a distinction it confers from regard to strength and 
integrity of both mind and character. The first and most 
obvious meaning of such a provision is that engineering works 
are so complicated and technical in character that they do 
not admit of complete mastery, except by the one man who 
is in command of all the information concerning those works, 
and who should have a complete knowledge of all the 
chances and mishaps which occur in their execution. A simi-
lar set of circumstances, however, often occurs in other pro- 
fessions, and yet we find that whatever are the powers of 
the Chief, they are not made absolute, except under the most 
extreme conditions. 	Experience does not show many, if 
any, examples of the sole arbitration of a chief engineer on 
any large public work having been set aside, and we find no 
parallel for so satisfactory, and proud a position in any other 
profession. Thus we frequently find judgments reversed, deeds 
of the higfiest generals nullified and their actions censured 
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or rebuked, and even the finding of the highest ecclesiastical 
authorities are frequently varied or cancelled. 

The position of the chief engineer as sole arbitrator is 
the more honourable since this condition has not originated 
from the dictates of the profession, nor has it- been 
sought for by the engineers themselves. On the contrary, it 
will be found that in the majority of cases the engineer looks 
on this high responsibility with distaste as one of the most 
exacting of his many and irksome responsibilities, and its 
exercise as a hardship inherent to his position. What, judg-
ing prima facie, has brought about this vesting of a great re-
sponsibility, and surely a vast honour, on members of our 
profession has been a clearly understood and oft recurring 
necessity, indicated and proved by the disasters which have 
followed any provision short of this vesting of the sole arbi- 
trary power in one man. 	Disasters either in the loss or 
destruction of the work from careless or inadequate execution; 
on the one hand, or from expensive and damaging litigation 
on the other hand. But the most potent factor to bring it 
about has, above all, been the fact that the successful mem-
bers of our profession can be trusted. And the only point 
which has prevented the universal adoption of the sole 
arbitration system, is that the public have not universally 
realised, that to be a successful engineer, it is first of all 
necessary that the man must not only be 'perfectly honest, 
but capable of seeing with that single eye which can detect 
fraud and false workmanship, and that he must have become 
free from any preconceived prejudices, or shibboleths. 	The 
engineer is engaged in a constant partnership with nature, 
and that partner requires that he must be not only absolutely 
unerring in his recording figuring, and drawing, but that he 
reads her work in all things with a correct judgment, and that 
he reject the false and unsuitable, no matter under what form 
presented. If he fails in any of her exacting requirements, 
she surely inflicts her punishments. To have worked long 
with such a partner, even the ablest engineer will have ex-
perienced many hard knocks, and to have struggled on to 
such a measure of success as to be chosen from his fellows to 
the post of "Chief," means that such a man possesses in an 
unusual degree those qualities which fit him for the position 
of sole arbitrator. 

Having shown how fully the bulk of the public (at any 
rate as represented in this State by the Board of Land and 
Works) have honoured the profession, the question at once 
rises, "Why are not the heads of the profession universally 
recognised, socially and officially as superior to the heads of 
other professionQ, to the admirals, the generals, the bishops 
and the judges I" 
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Apparently the first prof..ss.on, officially as well as soci-
ally, should be that which holds the most responsible position. 
And here we find that whatever may have been the relative 
position in past times, or whatever may be the position to-day 
in some foreign countries, in such progressive States as this, it 
is only necessary to look at the history of recent achievement, 
and at the balance-sheet of expenditure, and the relative 
supremacy of engineering will be at once recognised. And 
if the importance of the military and naval professions is 
considered, it will be seen that arms and engineering are 
nowadays inseparable allies, and that however engineering 
might make shift to guard the State alone,' modern armies 
are absolutely dependent on their engineering allies, and can 
do nothing without their implements of war, their railway, 
and their transports. 	Though it has been realised that 
the engineering branch is the most important of the profes-
sions which serve the Crown in these undiplomatic times, yet 
in all questions of social status and even social influence, 

change is effected slowly and obstinately, that it is seldom 
taken official cognisance of until after some hitch has occurred 
or dire necessity has dictated it. We find such a change at 
present bringing about the anomaly of the recent British 
Admiralty order, whereby on battleships the navigating of-

ficers and not the engineers are in future to have charge of, 

• and be responsible for, the hydraulic and electric machinery. 
Instead of this change meaning that the engineering profes-
sion will be retained as subservient to the military and navi- 
gating professions in the navy, it obviously will eventuate as 
a triumph for the engineering profession, since all naval 
officers, whatever their other qualifications may be, must in 
future also be engineers. Within recent years too we find 
that the German Emperor has recognised the march of events 
by granting equal honours to savants with the highest educa- 
tional honours always accorded to the German literati and 
even to the old landed aristocracy, thus following the lead 
of his rival, the great neighbouring republic. 

From regard to the facts enumerated, it might be said 
that we are not called upon to pay any very active attention 
to these matters. That our Vigilance will undoubtedly be 
manifested if unhappily any necessity should arise to repri-
mand a member for improper conduct, and that in the 

meantime the continued honour and modest demeanour of 
our members will gradually win our profession due recognition 
by the public, as it has been shown to have already won 
much respect and the highest possible esteem. But such a 
view is a very superficial one indeed, and to take it one must 
needs forget how hampered and harrassed our leading en- 
gineers are in carrying out their duties. How frequently 
when a problem has been worked out to a satisfactory solu- 
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tion after months of patient investigation and consideration, 
and has at last been embodied in plans and specifications, the 
whole labour is nullified by the stupid interference of an 
alderman or councillor, who will not himself give the whole 
matter five minutes' consecutive thought? And again, how 
many of our best engineers have we not known, within the 
last few years, to entirely succumb to the strain of the arduous 
labours imposed on them, imposed without the necessary 
relief of able assistance and frequent holidays, such as is 
granted to the men in similar responsible positions in other 
professions? And, apart from those who have succumbed, 
I can testify to the fact that all such of our leading members, 
who are in the position of Chief Engineers, have been quite 
unable during the past year, to attend our meetings ; not 
owing to any lack of interest in our operations, but from the 
fact that the stress and pressure of their work has completely 
prevented any such distractions. 

Most of these are men of splendid constitution and phy-
sique, but even so they have complained that the relentless 
nature of their calling is sapping their energies and ageing 
them prematurely. It is neither for the interests of the 
community, nor of the individual that so little consideration 
and regard should be paid to such men, who are individually 
almost irreplaceable. 	It is idle to look for any parallel to 	. 
such a state of affairs in other professions—where we find 
regular -recesses and all the possible relief that efficient, 
assistants can render, liberally provided. 	And yet none 
of these other professions can show that their members hold 
more responsible posts than these men, whose labour will 
make or mar the future progress of the State. 

To remove this most unsatisfactory state of affairs it is 
necessary to investigate and ascertain its first cause. 	And 
it is a vital question to determine how it comes about, 
that compared with the other professions the calling of the 
engineer receives less public consideration than the import-
ance and value of his work would warrant. No doubt there are 
several causes for this independent of the conservatism which 
shows itself, in rna,nv ways. push. ss the denial to the 
Royal Engineers' official standing on the saine grade as their 
abilities have virtually won them ; and one cause rises from 
the fact that the calling is an alluring one to men who com-
bine tastes for mental and physical activity, as so many of our 
race do ; and another is that there are more doors through 
which men can graduate into our profession than are found 
in several other callings. At the same time I believe that 
the chief cause of the disparity is due to our own disregard of 
the peculiarities of human society. Absorbed in the study 
of nature as she affects our work, we neglect the particular 
study of that product, intensely artificial in structure, though 
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purely natural in growth, which is called civilised society. 
Our habits of straightforward dealing forbid any dishonest 
pandering to its follies, and the distraction of our work 
Hinders that close attention to human fancies and foibles 
which are cultivated and have become primarily essential to 
success in certain walks of life. 	Added to this, if we dis- 

regard our architectural brethren, it will be found that but 
few of us, though we have once cultivated the fine arts or litera-
ture, have in daily life found sufficient time to retain the 
literary polish in such manner as proves a ready passport 
to the highest society, winning for its possessor a certain 
reputation in anticipation of the fuller knowledge of acquain-
tance. In modern society, though the coarseness of Homer's 
divinities may be absent, there is still a tendency to look 
slightingly at the awkwardness and self absorption of Vulcan 
when he ventures to bring himself before its notice. 

To a great extent we have the power to cure this state 
of affairs without in any way neglecting our proper work and 
duties. 	The attributes of the skilled engineer, and those 
habits of self control and regard for others which he must 
acquire, are all the qualities which command and retain the 
respect and esteem of society so soon as they are known. And 
it is unquestionably our duty to properly regard that civi-
lised society which employs us, and to study its moods 
and requirements more closely. T'o be more persistent and 
tactful in the manner in which we let our light shine before 
men, and above all, let us loyally observe the sodality of our 
profession and avoid in any way, by word or deed depreciating 
the work of our fellows. And further, when we succeed in 
reaching those arduous heights where our work and responsi-
bility become well nigh oppressive, let us not be too proud 
nor too readily imposed on, but bravely insist on a due recog-
nition of the limitations of our strength, and as some of our 
members are beginning to do, let us be content to see younger 
men win praise by sharing in our work and responsibilities 
and learn to fit themselves that when we lay down the yoke 
there will be no serious loss to the community. 

In this latter aspect we have the splendid example of the 
late Thomas Telford, to whose labours the high position of our 
profession in Great Britain is chiefly due. He not only himself 
set the high scale of remuneration which his engineering 
countrymen have ever since continued to demand and receive, 
but also, by devoting the evening of his life to the establishing 
on a sure basis of that great `Corporation, the Institution of 
Civil Engineers, he left a living tradition of "esprit de corps" 
and integrity which has brought the British Engineer esteem 
and respect over the whole world. 

It is almost impossible to overvalue the beneficial effect of 
public confidence in the honesty and integrity of its engin- 
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eers. 	Only those who have directed large bodies of men 
and carried out great works can rightly estimate how almost 
Impossible it is to do làsting or useful work if there be any 
distrust or dishonesty to contend with. And it is no exag-
geration to say that the present high pitch of civilisation 
and Ehe wonderful advancement made in the past century, is 
entirely due to the example of perfect honesty of purpose 
and the sterling quality of the work insisted on by British 
engineers. 

The last century has certainly seen our profession rise 
to the paramount position in usefulness. It haS seen unpre-
cedented prosperity shared by engineers and manufacturers, 
and the little institution started by Mr. Thomas Telford 
grow to be an immense corporation. The civilised world 
has, in the meantime, grown in its needs of engineering works 
far more, and at a much greater rate, than it has increased 
in population. Because each new discovery, and each new 
mechanical labour-saving appliance has added to the possibili-
ties for ambition and the means for luxury and extravagance, 
to such an extent that the growth of human desires has in-
creased even beyond the facilities for their satisfaction. 

I can well recollect that twenty years since the outlook 
for manufacturers and engineers seemed most gloomy ; and 
wiseacres were quoting statistics to prove that overproduction 
had choked all industry. 	For example, they called atten- 
tion to the fact that the world's fleets were growing at the 
rate of nearly one million tons per annum ; in other words, 
that the excess of the shipping built over that destroyed by 
wréckage, etc., was over one million tons annually. They 
from this emphatically prophecied that this spelt disaster to 
all shipping merchants and triumphantly pointed out the 
then lowering rates quoted for freight and passenger service, 
to show, that the reaction must soon set in, which would mean 
the closing of shipping yards and stagnation in engineering. 
Such reaction as did occur proved merely a trough in the 
waves of a rising tide. Whereas the world's total production 
of all shipping yards was then barely one and a half million 
of tons, it is to-day quite double, and there is no suggestion 
of over production. The inordinate growth of the marine 
has been checked not nearly so much by shipwreck as by th^ 
relentless march of progress, which consigns the obsolete to 
the scrap heap ; and above all else, the immense growth of 
trade following on each reduction of freights and fares, due to 
any momentary over-production, has required far greater ship-
ping facilities than were anticipated, even by the most 
sanguine twenty years ago. 

Most of us who were then entering on our careers can also, 
I am sure, remember the wise counsel given at such times by 
such men, that we should abandon the study of the steam 
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engine, as being a branch of science which was practically 
complete, and now only left work for mere mechanics, like 
watchmaking or plumbing. Against this we find that in 
all branches of steam engineering the advances made by 
skilful invention and close scientific investigation and research 
have, during the last generation, passed anything ever 
achieved in any former generation. And while the increase 
in absolute tonnage of the world's steamshipping has been 
m`'ore than double, the working efficiency of that tonnage for 
the transport of merchandise has been more than treble, 
and owing to the economics worked in steam and other 
engines, nearly every engineering product has quadrupled its 
annual output in the same time. 

In conclusion, I say that the promise before us to-day is 
no whit less than the prospect that lay before the Institution 
of Civil Engineers in 1826. Australia presents 'as many needs 
for the exercise of our skill, while even if our predecessors have 
worked out for us many of the problems, and we have to a 
great extent to merely copy them, still the larger means at 
our disposal both in better material and methods of work, 
open up innumerable fresh possibilties, and, added to thia.` 
science has broadened and widened, and everywhere is calling 
for experienced engineers to extend the practical applications 
of her fresh discoveries. Our success should be even greater 
than th&-success of our British predecessors if we maintain the 
same high standard, and force the country to adequately re-
cognise our worth, without which recognition our efforts would 
continue to be strained as they now are, ana without which, 
the profession and the country will assuredly be sorely 
hampered. It is quite unnecessary to remind you of how 
futile is engineering work unless the very best materials and 
means are taken advantage of, and how immense is the benefit 
of such work when properly and well carried out. 

It is necessary for us then to maintain a rigid self respect, 
and a proud bearing, keeping ever before us, and before the 
public, what the position of our profession should be, and 
how absurd and disgraceful to the public intelligence is the 
anomaly of having anyone but a well qualified and tried 
engineer in such positions as Ministers of Railways, of Public 
Works, or of Water Supply and Mines, or of Trade and Cus-
toms. By the constant addressing-Ourselves to the correction 
of 'anomalies and abuses we can hope for great advancement, 
not only from the complete recognition by the State of the 
necessity for a standard of qualification for the exercise of 
almost all engineering functions, but an embodiment in our. 
Civil constitution of a provision for not only the appointment 
of solely engineers to such portfolios as I have just mentioned, 
but also the requirement that certain positions on the bench, 
and on public boards and trusts could only be filled by properly 
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trained engineers with a certain class of practical experience, 
and thus in our progressive modern society calculated to keep 
pace with our keen rivals in the far East and in the West, we 
will have a state of affairs such as the recent naval ordinance 
will, I trust, bring about in the British Navy—whereby every 
officer will be, ipso facto, an. engineer. And just as in the 
eighteenth century, and a great part of the last century a 
classical education was considered as a necessity for any can-
didate for high position or for public honours, so in the 
coming time a scientific and engineering training will be the 
necessary key to such responsible positions. 

Finally, while impressing on ourselves the necessity for 
maintaining a full measure of self respect, I would that we 
forget not the necessity for keeping alive our humble spirit 
of self discontent, which is the secret of all our real progress. 

J. T. NOBLE • ANDERSON, 
President. 

5/3/02. 
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